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Abstract:
Construction of noise protection walls has grown to a basic component of traffic infrastructure in the recent past due to
more restrictive noise control guidelines. If noise protection walls are located on bridges, some specific effects have to
be considered next to typical load assumptions for such types of structures. Besides thermal effects, these are
particularly pressure and drag waves from passing vehicles and vibration propagation from the bridge construction.
These loads are of non-static character so that resulting response can be significantly increased under certain conditions
due to the dynamic amplification. Especially for fatigue analysis of structural components the mentioned effects have to
be taken into account thoroughly.
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1 Introduction
Noise protection along main roads and in urban areas becomes more essential due to a steady increase of global road
traffic as well as railway transportation. According to Figure 1 the number of passenger cars worldwide will rise with a
factor of 4 to about 2.3 billion in the year 2030. Beyond that, there is a predicted doubling of freight traffic in Germany
until 2050 mainly caused by the globalization of markets (see Figure 2). Thus road construction is steadily advanced by
government to react to this development. The current plan of road network expansion in Germany is shown in [3].
Noise protection walls turned to be an important component of traffic infrastructure enforced by more restrictive noise
control guidelines. In general noise protection walls are exposed to influences caused by climatic effects and traffic
loads. In addition to wind and thermal loads attention should be paid to stresses enforced by a wave of pressure and
drag generated by the passing vehicles. Speed of moving vehicles and the distance to protection walls determine the
magnitude of dynamic effects. Furthermore a bridge specific problem of noise protection walls is vibration property of
the bridge itself. Activated either by the passing vehicles or gusts there is the possibility of a propagation of vibration
into protection wall constructions. Dynamic forces based on the mass inertia of the structure can achieve damaging
amplitudes depending on the structural system, construction method and the used material. Compared with loads which
have to be considered for ultimate limit state analysis the mentioned dynamic forces are mostly of minor account
however large numbers of cycles raise fatigue. Due to complex correlation of the interacting boundary conditions rough
simplifications as equivalent static loads cause oversized constructions contradicting desires for slender and transparent
structures. Adequate calculation requires modeling the structure of bridge and noise protection wall in order to perform
a fully dynamic time history analysis considering a realistic excitation and correct geometric boundary conditions. The
issue of the article is to describe the theoretical background and to present the design procedure illustrated with details
from a current example.
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Figure 1: Forecast of level of motorisation worldwide [1]
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Figure 2: Forecast of freight traffic in Germany [2]
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Figure 3: Expansion of road networks in Germany [3]
2 Load and specific structural design criteria
Noise protection wall design practice mainly accounts for the following loads and some additional design criteria.
• Dead load
• Wind load
• Snow load (snow removal)
• Thermal load
• Pressure and drag wave
• Vehicle impact
Some further design criteria are depending on utilized materials and locations at the roadway. Transparent constructions
on bridges originate such additional requirements:
• Resistance against stone-chipping
• Resistance against accidental fire
• Protection against loss of integrity (falling components)
• Durability against environmental influences (e.g. ultraviolet radiation)
Concerning noise protection walls on bridges, there are additional facts to keep in mind due to deformation resulting
from the bearing behaviour of the structure of the bridge:
• Different thermal dilatation of bridge superstructure and noise protection wall
• Creeping and shrinking of concrete bridges
• Design restrictions in case of backfitting of existing bridges (anchoring, distance wall to traffic)
• Vibration behaviour (dynamic interaction of the bridge and the wall construction)
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3 Approach of planning noise protection walls
Engineers have to follow rules and principles of DIN 1055-100 [4] when designing protection walls in Germany.
Furthermore a number of additional design codes and technical guidelines for sound proof walls both along roads and
railway lines are provided by the Federal Ministry of Traffic and Infrastructure and the German Railways Corporation.
In framework of the design process of civil engineering both the ultimate limit state and the service ability have to be
covered. The ultimate limit state addresses according to [4] all provisions against local or global collapse of the
structure, against incompatible displacements and failure due to material fatigue. The serviceability limit state addresses
static deformation and vibration, which could impair impression of quality of the construction. The general approach of
structural design is displayed in Figure 4. The path for noise protection wall design on bridges is marked with red
colour.
In addition static loads that are comparatively easy in handling there are primarily two dynamic influences to be
considered for noise protection walls on bridges. First there is the wave of pressure and drag generated by passing
vehicles, which is basically influenced by the speed and the distance of moving vehicles from the target. The latter has
to be taken into account especially on bridges because of limitations of superstructure width. The second one is
characterised by a propagation of vibration of the bridge into the soundproof wall. Due to the mentioned non – static
loads impacting on noise protection walls it is obligatory to confirm sufficient material fatigue strength. Furthermore it
is essential for potential vibrating constructions to detect dynamic amplification risk expressed as dynamic coefficient.
Among dynamic properties of the construction the ratio of excitation frequency and characteristic frequency plays a
crucial role concerning magnitude of this coefficient. Different methods are available to capture potential heightened
stresses and strains due to dynamic influences. Design codes provide guidance to account for the dynamic effects by
using specific dynamic load factors to raise the static load for simple applications. Since there is no need of full
dynamic calculation there is the risk of causing oversized constructions contradicting wishes for slender and transparent
structures. A more accurate method requires modelling the full structure of bridge and noise protection wall in order to
perform a dynamic time history analysis. Precondition for this procedure is knowledge of sequence of the affecting
impulse. Furthermore calculation models need to cover all dynamic properties like cross-section, stiffness and damping
ratio of the used materials. Specific dynamic coefficients for each type of construction can be derived from relation of
results of dynamic calculation to static reference calculation.
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Figure 4: General approach for structural design
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4 Theoretical background of dynamic effects
In many cases of structural design it can be expected that loads affect a structure with slow velocity, so that there is no
activation of mass inertia or rather acceleration resulting from loading is negligible. At this point a typical example is
the snow load on roofs. Although there is a snow flake impulse acting on the structure it does not need to be considered
due to the marginal contribution to total load. However if a structure is excited in natural resonance by dynamic load the
activated mass forces can raise the stresses substantially. Regarding dynamic methods it is important to distinguish
between cyclic and pulsed excitation (see Figure 5). Cyclic vibration is characterised by a harmonic oscillation with a
constant amplitude and cycle, whereas the pulsed excitation is temporally limited. The intensity of the dynamic
coefficient is mostly depending on the specific damping ratio D of the structure and the ratio of excitation frequency
(1/TE) and characteristic frequency (1/TF). Depending from the damping ratio D of the system and the boundary
conditions the amplitude is fading after termination of excitation with a defined number of cycles (see Figure 6). If the
excitation frequency of a cyclic load is consistent with one of the natural frequencies of the system and the damping is
small the result is resonance vibration, which can be able to cause the collapse of the construction in extreme cases.
Compared to cyclic load pulsed excitation results in minor dynamic coefficients in spite of smaller damping effects.
The described issues are illustrated in the graph in Figure 6. The reference line is the static load with an intensity “1”.
The stress of a static load remains constantly over the whole load duration. The gradient of a pulsed excitation shows a
deflection beyond the static deformation before it fades due to the damping ratio of the material. The graph of a cycling
excitation grows to constant amplitude depending on the existing dynamic coefficient and the damping ratio, before it
decays because of its internal damping.
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Figure 5: Determination cyclic and pulsed excitation
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5 Wave of pressure and drag
Every passing vehicle generates a temporary altering wave of pressure that affects the construction of the noise
protection wall in a pulsed manner. Hence it is to classify as frequently repeated load with some risk of heightening
stress due to dynamic effects. In general the magnitude of the dynamic load is depending on the following boundary
conditions:
• Squared speed of vehicle
• Distance of vehicle from noise protection wall
• Dimension and aerodynamic shape of the vehicle
• Constructive design of noise protection wall
5.1 Railway lines
After several damages caused by material fatigue at noise protection walls along high speed railway lines the German
railways corporation established a new guideline [5] in 2007 concerning the effects of the pressure and drag wave. As
demonstrated in some expertises the preceding design guideline did not capture the dynamic coefficient adequately for
high speed range, especially for small distances from the wall. All necessary parameters mentioned before are indicated
in the new release of the guideline for accomplishment of full dynamic calculations. Maintaining defined constraints
e.g. height of wall a quasi-static equivalent load is defined, which overrates the dynamic effects as safe assumption. For
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economical reasons it is recommended to apply those pressure sequences (see Figure 7) to accomplish a full dynamic
time-history calculation. Anyway strains due to the wave of pressure and drag are to superpose with the wind loads.

Figure 7: Example of analytic load (here: height 3,5m; distance 3,8m)

5.2 Roads
Concerning noise protection walls along roads attention should be paid to the European design code DIN EN 1794 [6].
With regard to pressure and drag waves static equivalent loads depending on the speed of the vehicle and the distance
from the noise protection construction are published (Table 1). According to [6] equivalent load due to passing vehicles
needs not to be superposed with wind loads.

Table 1 Equivalent load due to wave of pressure and drag [6]
Location

Speed

Minimum distance to wall

Equivalent load [kN/m²]

Outdoor

< 100 km/h

1m

0,65 kN/m²

Outdoor

> 120 km/h

3m

0,80 kN/m²

Tunnel

< 120 km/h

1m

1,50 kN/m²

In all other cases the amplitude of the dynamic strain is to determine with dynamic calculations.

In case of high noise protection walls on bridges individual dynamic calculations are necessary because design code
provisions are not fully covered by experience or site tests. Exemplarily the determination of cyclic stress due to drag
and pressure waves for the noise protection wall on the new built Hochbrücke in Munich as shown in Figure 8 is
described as following. As a first step the wall construction with a height of 7.5m is modelled with the finite element
method (see Figure 9). To capture the effects of the stiffness of the anchoring it is necessary to shape the concrete
superstructure of the bridge. Values for the time history input of the temporary varying pressure due to a passing truck
are given in Figure 10 and Figure 11.
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Figure 8: Noise protection wall (height h=7.5m)

Figure 9: FE-Model of bridge and wall

Figure 10: Distribution of pressure [7]

Figure 11: Chronological sequence of pressure[7]
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q2 = cc,2 · q = -0,5 · 0,39 = 0,20 kN/m²

Figure 12: Basic conditions

The load sequence of the pressure and drag wave based on the exemplary conditions in Figure 12 is shown in Figure 13.
By means of the full dynamic calculation it is possible to determine realistic deflections and internal forces at every
section of the modelled system. Because of the high number of recurrences the calculated results have to be considered
in fatigue analysis. In case of noise protection walls on bridges these effects do not only have to be accounted for the
pile section itself, but also for the anchoring in the edge of the superstructure of the bridge.
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Figure 13: Input for dynamic calculation (Time-History)
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Figure 14: Qualitative deflection of piles

Figure 15: Chronological sequence of deflection

6 Propagation of vibration
A bridge specific problem of noise protection walls is given by vibration of the bridge construction itself. As shown in
Figure 16 there is some risk of a propagation of vibration into the wall construction. Especially in the case of high walls
this effect may not be neglected.
In contrast to a fixed anchoring in the ground, the superstructure of bridge is subjected cyclic deformation, activated
either by passing vehicles or gusts. Based on the given kinematics, the result of this enforced displacement is a
horizontal deflection of the wall construction standing on the edge of the bridge. The intensity of the dynamic response
is depending on the character and duration of the stress, the structural system, the construction method and the used
material.

Figure 16: Propagation of vibration into wall construction
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Under certain conditions activated forces can achieve damaging amplitudes due to dynamical amplifying effects. By
reason of high numbers of cycles the described influences have to be taken into account for analysing the fatigue
strength.
There are no existing guidelines or design codes neither for noise protection walls on railroad bridges nor on road
bridges providing guidance for that bridge specific problem. Thus it is incumbent on the planning engineer to find
adequate solutions to handle this issue. Due to the complexity simplified approaches are not suitable in most cases.
Modelling of the structure with finite elements is required in order to analyse the whole dynamic response of the
system. In contrast to temporary limited pulsed excitations the induced vibration has to be assigned to cyclic excitation.
Irregularities in the road surface in conjunction with passing trucks cause vibration of the bridge. With constant speed of
vehicles the assumptions for cyclic excitation is fulfilled.
The described dynamic effects will be demonstrated by means of the existing noise protection wall in Figure 8. For an
accurate capture of the dynamic properties it is obligatory to model realistic stiffness both of the bridge and the noise
protection wall. In the course of the time-history calculation defined system nodes are activated with a practical
acceleration function. The excitation frequency usually can be based on the relevant characteristic frequency of the
bridge. The amplitude of the excitation frequency plays a deciding role for the intensity of dynamic response of the
system. The ideal case is to use data from measurement of vibration of the bridge. If this approach is not possible, the
amplitude can be derived from the fatigue load model of DIN-Fachbericht 101 [8].
The relevant mode shape of the system due to cyclic excitation is shown in Figure 18. Dynamic properties are mainly
affected by the stiffness of the pillar of the wall and the resilience of the cantilever of the superstructure cross section.
These deflections and accelerations cause internal forces, which have to be used for fatigue analysis of the pillar and the
anchoring of the noise protection wall.
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Figure 18: Mode of vibration due to cyclic excitation

7 Anchoring details
Whereas pillars along free tracks are grounded on drilled piles in the majority of cases, the anchoring of noise
protection walls on bridges is typically realized by the use of threaded rods. In this regard the Federal Ministry of
Traffic and Infrastructure provides standardized guidelines for the constructive design. The anchoring construction in
Figure 19, based on the input of [9] represents anchorage with reinforcing cage and welded anchor sleeves. The
dimensions of the base plate as well as the number and diameter of the anchors vary by the given forces, which are
mainly influenced by the height of the noise protection wall.
Due to relatively high fatigue stresses of noise protection walls it is reasonable to choose a pre-stressed anchoring for
the pillars. The amplitudes of the alternating stress can be minimized by pre-stressing, which is a crucial point by
analyzing the fatigue stress. A defined calculative pre-stress is only capable of being imposed if there is no compound
effect between thread rod and concrete. This request is to achieve by arranging a plastic tube around the thread rod and
pre-stressing against a counter plate (see Figure 20). Furthermore it is necessary to take creeping and shrinking of
concrete and the grout into consideration, due to reducing pre-stress in the bolts. Adjusting nuts under footplates for
alignment of pillars during installation counteract the intention of pre-stressing.
Thread rods for anchoring are typically made of stainless steel, although fatigue strength is not sufficiently understood.
The general technical approval of stainless steel [10] refers to static load explicitly. For stainless steel the confidence
coefficient for material fatigue can be significantly reduced by the effect of pitting corrosion induced aggressive
substances as de-icing. Hence applications of stainless steel for fatigue influences should be avoided due to missing
long term experience.
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Figure 19: Typical anchoring on bridges based on [9]

Figure 20: Modified pre-stressed anchoring

Figure 21: Typical anchoring on bridges

Figure 22: Anchoring of high pillars
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